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Abstract
Many of the shortcomings of present-day object-oriented programming languages can be traced to two phenomena: (i) the
lack of general support for software composition, and (ii) the semantic interference between language features addressing
operational and compositional aspects of object-oriented programming. To remedy this situation, we propose the develop-
ment of a “pattern language” for active objects in which objects and, more generally, applications, are constructed by com-
posing software patterns. A “pattern” can be any reusable software abstraction, including functions, objects, classes and ge-
nerics. In this paper we seek to establish both informal requirements for a pattern language and a formal basis for defining
the semantics of patterns. First, we identify some basic requirements for supporting object composition and we review the
principal language design choices with respect to these requirements. We then survey the various problems of semantic in-
terference in existing languages. Next, we present a formal “object calculus” and show how it can be used to define the se-
mantics of patterns in much the same way that the λ calculus can be used to give meaning to constructs of functional pro-
gramming languages. We conclude by summarizing the principle open problems that remain to define a practical pattern
language for active objects.
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1 Introduction
Object-oriented programming languages can either be charac-
terized in terms of the features they support, or in terms of the
way these features are used to change the nature of program-
ming. We shall argue in this paper that too much emphasis has
traditionally been placed on the details of specific object-ori-
ented features and not enough on the more general topic of soft-
ware composition. This leads us to propose the development of
a “pattern language” for active objects that generalizes the prin-
ciples of object-oriented programming to the definition and
composition of software patterns.

If we consider the way in which object-oriented program-
ming languages (OOPLs) are used, we see two complementary,
yet distinct roles they play:

1. Applications consist of systems of cooperating and com-
municating objects, each with well-defined responsibili-
ties.

2. Applications are compositions of pre-packaged software
components (i.e., classes, abstract classes, etc.) that fit to-
gether to define an object system.

The first of these roles is a natural extension of the principles of
modularity and data abstraction, inspired by the world of mod-
elling and simulation and introduced with the language Simula
[7]. The second role emerged with the definition of the Small-
talk language and environment [18]. Here, the emphasis is on
the composition of applications from reusable software, facili-
tated by the definition of standard interfaces and components.

Although Smalltalk has demonstrated with some degree of
success the reuse potential offered by OOPLs, and other lan-
guages have duplicated or improved upon these efforts, object-
oriented programming has not revolutionized software devel-
opment. Aside from the fact that the development of a library of

truly reusable software components for a new application 
main can entail a significant investment of effort, we see t
technical reasons why present-day OOPLs fall short in this
ea: First, existing OOPLs emphasize programming over soft-
ware composition. Reuse, whether implemented by inhe
ance or by other mechanisms, is achieved only by progra
ming new objects, not by functionally composing existin
objects or object parts. Second, language features that sup
composition and reuse often interfere with other features and
mechanisms concerned with operational aspects of obje
such as concurrency and persistence. Both these problem
also be seen as side-effects of viewing OOP features as “
ons” to existing languages, rather than as a fundamentally 
ferent programming paradigm in which software compositi
plays the leading role.

We propose that an effective object-oriented programm
language will support application construction from reusab
software patterns much in the same way that architectural
signs can be composed from established architectural patt
[2]. By a software pattern, we mean any reusable software a
straction, that is, any identifiable piece of software that may
fruitfully exploited in multiple contexts. By software composi-
tion we mean the construction of applications by means of 
erators that bind patterns to one another. Patterns, in order 
useful, typically contain free variables that will be bound by a
tual parameters or by the environment in which they are inst
tiated, but we shall not initially make any assumptions ab
what precise mechanisms are used to define them. Rathe
point out that existing programming languages typically pr
vide some specific pattern definition mechanisms but usu
not any general purpose ones. For example, expressions, s
ments, functions, procedures, macros, generics, packa
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modules, classes, and so on, are all specific kinds of patterns,
but very few languages arguably provide programmers with the
ability to define new kinds of patterns appropriate for specific
problem domains. Similarly, few languages provide support
for software composition that goes beyond the composition of
expressions and statements, which is to say, low-level pro-
gramming.

We take it for granted here that the operational view of appli-
cations as collections of cooperating and communicating ob-
jects has clear advantages, and in particular that such systems
are inherently concurrent (whether or not the concurrency is
exploited by a parallel or distributed implementation). What we
are more concerned with is how we can build such systems by
composing software patterns. Our goal in this paper is to ex-
plore the theme of a pattern language for active objects by in-
vestigating the interplay between the operational and composi-
tional aspects of objects. More specifically, in section 2 we de-
velop some informal requirements for OOPL design by
considering the impact of the choice of the operational view of
concurrent objects on software composition and reuse. Then, in
section 3 we shall review the more significant problems of se-
mantic interference between OOPL features and argue that the
root of these problems generally lies in the confusion between
the operational and compositional issues. As a concrete exam-
ple, we shall look at some of these problems as they are mani-
fested in Hybrid, a concurrent OOPL whose design attempts to
integrate various seemingly orthogonal OOPL features. Final-
ly, in section 4, we propose the development of a pattern lan-
guage for active objects in which the semantics of higher-level
patterns is given by a mapping to a formal “object calculus”
called OC. We present OC through examples that illustrate the
composition of active objects from more primitive patterns,
and we conclude by identifying some of the key open research
problems in the development of a pattern language for active
objects.

2 Requirements for Composable 
Active Objects

The key features characterizing object-oriented languages are
generally accepted to be [49]:

1. Objects: support for encapsulation of service and state as
objects;

2. Classes: the ability to instantiate objects from class tem-
plates;

3. Inheritance: the ability to define new object templates by
incremental modification of existing ones [50].

The operational view of objects is that of entities with private
state which provide services to clients by exchanging messag-
es. The compositional view is supported by classes and inherit-
ance. A class is a software pattern that can be used to create an
object by binding its instantiation parameters, or it can be used
to derive a new (sub) class by binding self and super to a new
environment including the instance variables and methods in-
troduced by the subclass.

The operational view affects the compositional view in es-
sentially two ways: First, the contexts in which an object may
be instantiated should depend on the external message-passing

interface of the object and not the internal details of the obje
implementation. In particular, the way in which a client inte
acts with a given object should conform to a standard proto
that does not depend on the presence or absence of othe
ents. Second, classes should be composed of patterns r
senting object parts (i.e., instance variables, methods, inter
specifications, constraints, etc.) in such a way that new cla
can be derived without necessarily having to override (re-bi
inherited patterns. More specifically, the derivation interfa
should be abstract, so that a subclass can be derived withou
quiring detailed knowledge of the implementation of the sup
class. In either case, compositionality is impaired if operatio
details are not sufficiently abstract.

In this section we will discuss a number of basic requi
ments on the operational view of concurrent objects that aff
compositionality, and we will review various language desi
alternatives with respect to their compatibility with these r
quirements. We will concentrate on the client/server inter
tion, as these issues are somewhat better understood, an
less about the interplay between concurrency and inherita
as this is a topic of much active research. The following requ
ments summarize the operational features that should be tr
parent in the client/server contract [40] (see also the disse
tion of Papathomas [41]):

• Object autonomy: the internal state of an active objec
should be automatically protected from concurrent reque
without the need for clients to explicitly synchronize wit
one another;

• Internal concurrency: it should be possible to replace a s
quential implementation of an active object with a concu
rent one without affecting clients;

• Request scheduling transparency: handling of local delays
(i.e., scheduling the servicing of requests based on an
ject’s internal state or on the nature of the request) should
transparent to the client;

• Reply scheduling transparency: handling of remote delays
(i.e., scheduling of the receipt of a reply with respect to oth
ongoing tasks) should be transparent to the service provi

A fifth requirement, which is not very well understood in th
presence of inheritance, is a topic of much active research
study, as we shall see in section 3:

• Composable synchronization policies: mechanisms for de-
fining synchronization policies should support the compo
tion of new policies from existing ones.

If we accept these requirements as evaluation criteria, we
compare and rank various OOPL design alternatives with
spect to the degree to which they satisfy them. Papathomas
has proposed a classification scheme for object-based con
rent languages based on the following three aspects: (i) Object
Models: How is object consistency maintained in the presen
of concurrency? (ii) Internal Concurrency: What means do ob-
jects have to manage multiple threads of control? (iii) Client-
Server Interaction: What degree of control do objects hav
over the interaction protocol?
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We shall now summarize from the observations presented in
[40] concerning the evaluation of various basic OOPL design
choices.

2.1 Object Autonomy
As a first cut, concurrent object-based languages can be distin-
guished according to the kind of object model they support, i.e.,
the means by which objects protect their internal state in the
presence of concurrent threads. There are basically three differ-
ent approaches, but, in a few rare cases, different approaches
may be combined in a particular object model:

• The Orthogonal Approach: Synchronization is independent
of object encapsulation. Mechanisms such as locks or sema-
phores must be used to synchronize concurrent invocations
or internal consistency may be violated [8], [18], [32];

• The Heterogeneous Approach: Both active and passive ob-
jects are provided. Passive objects are protected by virtue of
being used only within single-threaded active objects [14],
[20];

• The Homogeneous Approach: All objects are “active” and
have control over the synchronization of concurrent re-
quests [3],[34],[46].

The orthogonal approach fails to support object autonomy.
Since no implicit protection of objects’ states is provided, only
specially designed objects can be safely used in the presence of
concurrent clients. Objects that behave correctly in a sequential
setting may “break” if exposed to concurrent requests. The het-
erogeneous approach suffers because one cannot typically in-
terchange implementations of active and passive objects. The
existence of two different kinds of objects limits code reusabil-
ity, since it may either force duplicate (active and passive) im-
plementations of essentially the same object, or unnatural de-
composition of applications in order to maximally exploit ac-
tive objects. In some cases, a mixed model is supported, as in
Argus [27], where active objects (guardians) may be internally
concurrent, and so must synchronize accesses to passive ob-
jects (clusters) as in the orthogonal approach. The homoge-
neous approach does not suffer from these defects, but there is
a potential performance problem if active objects are too
“heavyweight” in contrast to passive objects. It may be possi-
ble, however, for a compiler to generate automatically more ef-
ficient code for active objects occurring in contexts that require
no synchronization [39].

2.2 Internal Concurrency
We can make various distinctions according to the means for
coping with internal concurrency [49]:

• Sequential Objects have a single active thread of control [5],
[3], [53];

• Quasi-Concurrent Objects explicitly interleave multiple
threads of control [34];

• Concurrent Objects support internally concurrent threads.
We can further distinguish the cases in which thread cre-
ation is either:

o Client-driven: threads are implicitly created upon the re-
ceipt of a request, as in the orthogonal object model;

o Server-driven: in which case objects must explicitly cre
ate a new internal thread (for example, using the become
primitive of actor languages [1]).

Purely sequential objects that follow a strict RPC protoc
overly restrict potential concurrency as they are unable to h
dle remote delays [28]. Additional concurrency can only be 
troduced by delegating tasks to proxy objects (e.g., Cbo
[52] and future variables [53]), that will reply to the original cl
ent (i.e., by abandoning the strict RPC protocol). Even qua
concurrent objects must make use of additional active obje
to achieve true concurrency. Client-driven concurrency has
disadvantages of the orthogonal object model. Server-dri
internal concurrency has the clearest advantages in that con
rent activities are properly encapsulated: there is no need to
tificially introduce additional external objects just to distribute
the work load.

2.3 Client/Server Interaction
Finally, we can distinguish languages according to the forms
client/server interaction supported. The main concerns fr
the point of view of the client and the server are, respectiv
reply scheduling (the control the client has over the delivery
the reply) and request scheduling (the control the server 
over the acceptance of requests).

From the server’s point of view, the key issue is whether 
quests are accepted unconditionally or not:

• Unconditional acceptance: No synchronization with the
state of the object occurs [8], [18], [32].

• Conditional acceptance:

o Explicit acceptance: An explicit accept statement is used
to indicate which requests will be served [5],[3],[53].

o Reflective computation: The arrival of a message trigger
a reflective computation in the associated “meta-obje
which is capable of directly manipulating message
mailboxes, etc. [11],[48].

o Activation conditions: Implicit or explicit conditions
govern the acceptance of requests.

— Representation specific: Conditions are expressed
in terms of the object’s internal state [24],[34],[47]

— Abstract: Message acceptance depends on the ab-
stract state of an object [10],[20],[46].

The various approaches to conditional acceptance are gen
ly equivalent in expressive power, provided that there is so
way to delay servicing of a request based on the contents o
request message. The main difference between these appro
es from the point of view of composition is the extent to whi
the synchronization policy of the server can be understood
abstract terms to facilitate reusability and incremental mod
cation. In this respect the approach of abstract states (whe
by means of enabled sets [46], behaviour abstraction [20],[21]
or synchronizing actions [33], etc.) appears to be the mos
promising, though it is not clear how best to accommodate
local delays based on message contents, which potentially
tail an infinite number of “abstract” states, and (2) incremen
modification, which extends and alters the graph of transitio
between abstract states.
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From the client’s point of view, the most important distinc-
tion is the interaction protocol supported:

• One-way Message-Passing: higher-level protocols are ex-
plicitly programmed [10];

• Request/Reply: every request necessarily entails a reply.

o RPC: a requesting thread blocks until a reply is received.
Internal threads may be sequential [3], quasi-concurrent
[34] or concurrent [47], as described above;

o Proxies: sending of requests and receipt of replies may
be delegated to (external) proxy objects [14],[52],[53].

Reply scheduling is essentially concerned with three issues: (1)
the interleaving of client activities, (2) controlling the reply ad-
dress, and (3) obtaining the reply. With one-way message-pass-
ing (whether synchronous or asynchronous) clients have com-
plete control over all three issues, at the expense of abstraction.
In particular, servers are obliged to keep track of the reply ad-
dress. A protocol in which requests implicitly entail replies
eliminates this problem. RPC in combination with purely se-
quential objects exhibits the problems mentioned earlier, but is
quite flexible in combination with concurrent and quasi-con-
current objects. Concurrent RPC has the advantage over both
proxies and quasi-concurrent RPC in that additional external
objects do not need to be introduced in order to split up a logi-
cally concurrent task. Internally concurrent threads are proper-
ly encapsulated.

2.4 Observations

After eliminating approaches that fail to adequately support
one requirement or another, we are left looking for: (i) a homo-
geneous model of active objects (ii) that supports server-driven
internal concurrency (and hence hierarchical composition of
active objects), (iii) a client-server interaction protocol that is
by default one of remote procedure calls, (iv) but which pro-
vides both clients and servers transparent control over the
scheduling of requests and replies. The main technical difficul-
ty appears to be the specification of synchronization policies in
such a way as to adequately support incremental modification.

3 Language Feature Integration

Now that we have established some basic requirements for
OOPL design, let us consider the interplay between various
language features.

Wegner [49],[51] has identified the following dimensions as
a design space for object-based languages: objects, classes and
types, inheritance and delegation, data abstraction, strong typ-
ing, concurrency and persistence. Semantic interference be-
tween object-oriented dimensions has been noted by numerous
researchers. Let us simplify the problem space by considering
only the following four dimensions: encapsulation (objects +
classes), inheritance, strong typing and concurrency. As we
shall see, several of the difficulties that arise are due to interfer-
ence between the operational model, in which the client/server
relationship is that of message-passing between objects, and
the compositional model, which supports very different client/
server relationships, such as inheritance between classes and
containment for instance variables.

We shall first discuss interference in general, and then
will look at particular examples of interference of language fe
tures in Hybrid, a concurrent object-oriented language.

3.1 Orthogonality and Interference of 
Object-Oriented Dimensions

Inheritance vs. Encapsulation
The main difficulty with inheritance in object-oriented lan
guages is that, in order to define meaningful extensions to
herited behaviour, subclasses must “violate encapsulation
their parent classes [44],[43] (i.e., they must be able to acc
instance variables otherwise hidden from clients of supercl
instances). Furthermore, once an inheritance hierarchy 
been defined, modifications to superclasses can affect subc
es in unexpected ways, thus limiting the freedom to modify 
implementation of classes and, once again, “violating encap
lation”.

In both cases the problem arises from a failure to distingu
between the two kinds of client of a class: other instances, a
subclasses. Various solutions have been proposed, includin

• Provide a common interface to both kinds of client (whic
ignores the fact that different clients typically have differe
needs);

• Separate interfaces for ordinary clients and subclasses
cluding private class methods, etc.);

• Provide mechanisms to extend inherited behaviour in a c
trolled fashion, such as the inner construct of Simula [7] and
Beta [25] and the “before” and “after” methods of CLO
[31];

• Adopt a more compositional approach as an alternative
inheritance, in which the dependencies of class templa
(or habitats [43]) are made explicit.

As a general principle, we conclude that binding interfaces
any software pattern should be explicit, and different classe
clients should be distinguished.

Types vs. Encapsulation
Through types we mean to express the abstract interface o
jects. Type-checking is a means to increase our confidence
we are using objects in a consistent way. It is convenient to v
types as partial specifications of behaviour, that is, as predi-
cates describing those properties of an object that we are in
ested in as clients. In this view, subtypes are simply stron
predicates. An object, which is an instance of a particular cla
can thus be viewed as simultaneously belonging to all ty
whose properties it holds. This justifies dynamic binding in o
ject-oriented languages that allow one to bind variables to 
instance that satisfies the type constraint of the variable.

Various polymorphic type theories based on the λ calculus
have been developed for type-checking programming langu
es (see, for example, [12]), but they consider a type to stand
a set of values. Such a theory can be applied to languages t
support functional objects (i.e., in which “objects” are tuples
values and functions). Types may be refined to subtypes by
plying the contra-variant rule: input parameters to functio
may be generalized and return values may be refined. (Th
the essence of polymorphism: that instances of the super
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may be replaced by instances of the refined type without caus-
ing surprises for clients).

In most OOPLs, however, objects are not values, but entities
with changing state. The arguments to operations are used not
only to compute return values, but may be used to change the
state of the object. In languages with updatable attributes, for
example, attribute types cannot be refined, as they serve as both
inputs and outputs [13].

More difficult to handle is the problem of changing roles
[42]: an object may have multiple roles with respect to different
clients, and these roles may change during its lifetime. A type
theory that would deal with state change and multiple roles
must take into account certain temporal properties of objects.

Types vs. Inheritance
Most difficulties with types and inheritance are due to a confu-
sion between types and classes. It is commonly assumed that
the class (inheritance) hierarchy and the type hierarchy must
correspond, and that the type of a subclass will always be a sub-
type of the type of the superclass. If we view types as interface
specifications, then it is clear that classes unrelated by inherit-
ance may share a common interface. In this case, we may have
type equivalences and subtype relationships across the class hi-
erarchy.

Conversely, in some languages, such as Eiffel, classes may
be derived by applying the co-variant rule (which allows both
input parameters as well as return values to be of a refined
type). In this case subclasses will not satisfy the type constraint
of the superclass, and there will be no subtyping relationship
between the two classes. Furthermore, if it is possible for a sub-
class to “hide” part of an inherited interface, then there will also
be no subtype relationship between superclasses and subclass-
es. For example, in Eiffel, one may use inheritance to define a
FixedStack class that inherits its interface from the (abstract)
class Stack and its internal representation from the (implemen-
tation) class Array and hiding the operations inherited from Ar-
ray. But if we would now bind a FixedStack instance to a vari-
able of type Array, the Array operations would be exposed and
encapsulation of the FixedStack instance would be violated.

Inheritance and subtyping must therefore be seen as inde-
pendent [16]. In some languages, such as POOL-I [4], types
and classes are separate concepts.

Concurrency vs. Encapsulation
As we have seen already in section 2, the view of objects as en-
capsulations of service and state must be treated delicately in
the presence of concurrency. In the simplest case, encapsula-
tion of passive objects is violated by concurrent clients that do
not synchronize their requests. Conversely, encapsulation of
clients is compromised if it is their responsibility to explicitly
synchronize requests to shared, passive objects. We conclude
that, at least, some model of active objects is desirable.

The situation is complicated by the need for objects that are
capable of coping with local and remote delays by means of
scheduling requests and replies. As we argued in section 2, re-
quest and reply scheduling should be transparent to, respective-
ly, clients and servers, as well as to “nearby” objects. In Hybrid
[39], for example, objects that make use of such scheduling

mechanisms cannot be used with impunity as instance v
ables, as the use of these mechanisms will also affect the
closing object, possibly violating encapsulation.

Concurrency vs. Inheritance

A very similar situation exists when we consider inheritanc
where the “nearby” objects are subclass instances. Here the
ficulty is that inherited behaviour may be very sensitive to c
operation between methods making use of concurrency me
anisms to support request/reply scheduling. It can, in gene
be very difficult to extend the inherited behaviour in a cons
tent way. Superclass encapsulation is thus violated by the n
to expose implementation details, and reusability is comp
mised since inherited methods cannot synchronize with s
class methods [20].

Various approaches to address this problem essenti
make the compositional (i.e., inheritance) interface more 
plicit. As mentioned in section 2, such approaches are typic
based on abstract states and the separation of the synchro
tion policy from the implementation of methods.

Concurrency vs. Types

If we indeed view types as partial specifications of behavio
then it is clear that merely characterizing the message-pas
interface of an object does not go very far. In particular, wh
we are concerned with software composition, we are interes
in knowing when one object is substitutable for another in
given context, that is, when an object is “plug-compatible” wi
another. To this end, we must be able to characterize cer
temporal and concurrent properties that can affect the vari
clients of an object. A short, non-exhaustive list would includ

• Non-uniform service availability: the fact that requests to
perform certain operations may be delayed or rejected 
pending on the state of the object;

• Non-client/server protocols: active objects may conform to
alternative message-passing protocols such as early r
[28] and send/receive/reply [17];

• Multiple concurrent clients: objects capable of handling
multiple concurrent requests may not work correctly 
placed in a sequential environment (e.g., a communicat
buffer), and, conversely, clients may not work correctly
they expect a strictly sequential behaviour from a serv
provider (e.g., if they do not expect the state to change in
tween one message exchange and another).

What is at issue is that the client/server contract cannot alw
be reduced to a static message-passing interface that spe
only the requests accepted, the consequent replies, and
types of values they may contain. In general, it will be nec
sary to express some temporal properties of the message-
ing interface in order to reason about valid object compo
tions. Note that we do not seek to fully specify object beha
iours and prove that their composition correctly implements
abstract specification. Rather, we only wish to verify som
weaker safety and liveness conditions: when is it safe for an
ject to send certain messages, and what kind of replies ca
expected. For example, a stack and a queue would both sa
the type constraint that only specifies the possible ordering
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Understanding plug-compatibility in terms of the visible in-
teractions an object may exhibit appears promising as a means
to abstract away from implementation details [35],[37]. Modal
logics [26] and propositional temporal logic [6] appear useful
as formalisms for expressing abstract properties of concurrent
systems, and can also be used to reason about changing roles
[6], though it is not yet clear whether they will prove appropri-
ate as a formalism for developing a type theory.

3.2 Semantic Interference in Hybrid
Let us briefly consider how some of these problems of semantic
interference manifest themselves an a particular language. Hy-
brid is a concurrent OOPL whose design attempts to integrate
cleanly various seemingly orthogonal language features [34].
In particular, the prototype implementation provides [22]:

o objects + classes + inheritance

o strong typing + genericity

o concurrency

o persistence

Features currently being implemented include:

o homogeneity (“everything” is an object)

o distribution (see [23])

Hybrid is based on a model of active objects. Active objects
(as opposed to passive objects) have complete control over the
scheduling of incoming requests. They may, therefore, not only
ensure mutual exclusion of method activations (if required),
but they may also exercise a fine degree of control over local
and remote delays and internal concurrency.

Concurrent activity in Hybrid is delimited by domains. Each
domain is essentially a quasi-concurrent process, that is, at
most one thread of control may be running at any time within a
domain, but mechanisms are provided for switching attention
from one thread to another. Domains are always mapped to a
single, autonomous active object (i.e., instance variables can-
not have their own domain, nor can a group of autonomous ob-
jects belong to a single domain). A domain, by default, handles
exactly one request at a time. A domain only accepts new re-
quests while in the idle state. While servicing a request, a do-
main is either busy or waiting (if there is a pending call to anoth-
er domain).

A logical thread of control that traces the logically connect-
ed requests and replies between domains is called an activity.
(We introduce this term to avoid confusion with the term
“thread,” which is usually understood to be a property of a sin-
gle process only.) Domains permit recursive calls as such re-
quests will be associated to the currently running activity. In
Figure 1 we see an activity as a trace of call (white) and reply
(black) messages between domains. New activities are created
by calling special operations, called reflexes, that yield no re-
turn value. The effect of calling a reflex is to place a new request
in the target’s message queue, and then to continue without
waiting for a reply.

Domains can exercise a fine degree of control over the ac-
ceptance of requests by associating services (operations) to de-

lay queues. Such queues can be either open or closed. When a
domain is idle, it will accept requests only from its open queu
(Figure 2). Local delays that do not depend on message c
tents are easy to capture using delay queues. For examp
bounded buffer can be modelled by associating the put and get
operations to notFull and notEmpty delay queues.

Domains may be quasi-concurrent. By use of the mec
nism of delegated calls, a domain may interleave the servicin
of requests: a delegated call to another domain causes the
ing domain to immediately become idle instead of waiting for
its reply. The calling context is temporarily saved, and is 
stored when the reply is available. For example, in Figure 3
see an object servicing a request on behalf of activity α delegate
a call to another domain, allowing it to switch its attention te
porarily to request β.

Delegated calls are very expressive, and can be used to 
dle both remote delays and, in combination with delay queu

Figure 1   Domains and Activities

Figure 2   Delay Queues

∅

[α ] α

β

Figure 3   Delegated Calls
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local delays that depend on message contents. Internal concur-
rency is not directly supported in Hybrid, but it is possible to
simulate it by means of delegated calls to “worker” objects.

Although Hybrid succeeded in demonstrating that object-
oriented features could be combined with concurrency, persis-
tence and strong-typing in a single programming language, it
cannot be claimed that these features were fully integrated. In
particular, the central issues of composition and reuse have
been addressed in only a limited way. Let us consider some of
the problems encountered:

• Homogeneity: although it was intended that all objects
should have the same first-class status, it is not at all clear
how to treat active objects as first-class values; similarly, de-
lay queues are object-like, but cannot be consistently treated
as other objects;

• Types: strong-typing on the basis of signatures (operation
names and argument and return types) tells us nothing about
the behaviour of concurrent and mutable objects, and hence
tells us very little of use concerning substitutability of ob-
jects with superficially similar interfaces [37];

• Composition: objects implemented in terms of delay queues
and delegated calls cannot be (re)used in arbitrary contexts
without potentially introducing deadlocks (through closed
delay queues) or violating encapsulation (by exposing an
enclosing object during a delegated call);

• Inheritance: by the same token, it can be difficult or impos-
sible for a subclass to incrementally modify the synchroni-
zation policy of a superclass in a consistent way [20], since
inherited methods have no way of accessing delay queues
introduced by subclasses without being overridden;

• Encapsulation: it is not generally possible to define higher
level patterns of behaviour using only classes, inheritance
and genericity; for example, mechanisms to support internal
concurrency, internal triggers, and transactions, although
they can be programmed in Hybrid, apparently cannot be
packaged in a general way.

Note that each of these issues is concerned with some aspect of
composition of concurrent behaviour.

In a more practical vein, the Hybrid project suffered from
(1) the lack of any generally accepted computational model for
active objects suitable for defining the semantics of language
constructs, and (2) the lack of good prototyping tools for exper-
imenting with language design alternatives. These observa-
tions have led us to search for a computational model and nota-
tion for active objects that can be used as an executable target
for language specifications [35],[36],[38]. At the same time, it
is essential to be very clear about the informal goals and re-
quirements for language design [40] and to study the problems
of semantic interference from these viewpoints.

4 Towards a Pattern Language for 
Active Objects

We have presented the object-oriented paradigm as a two-level
programming model in which an application can be viewed
both operationally as a configuration of cooperating active ob-
jects, and functionally as a composition of software patterns

that yields this configuration. A programming language to su
port this paradigm should therefore address equally well 
operational aspects of active objects and the functional asp
of specifying and composing software patterns.

We propose the development of a pattern language for ac
objects which would be used according to the three levels
Figure 4:

1. Computational Model: at this level the operational be
haviour of software patterns is specified by means o
formal “object calculus”; the object calculus gives mea
ing to patterns much in the same way that the λ calculus
is used to give semantics to sequential programming l
guages [45]: it provides both a formal notation for the s
mantics of language features and a possible operatio
interpretation of their behaviour;

2. Language Primitives: at the language level we identify
the particular behavioural patterns that define our obj
model, the kinds of objects we can construct, and 
kinds of abstractions that will be appropriate for compo
ing objects;

3. Software Components: finally, in terms of the language
primitives provided, we are able to define software co
ponents that can be composed to produce running ap
cations.

Applications would be constructed by composing reusa
software patterns much in the way that architectural desi
can be composed from established architectural patterns
Language designers would use the pattern language to dev
the primitive patterns of object models. Designers of applic
tion frameworks and libraries would define the standard int
faces and patterns for particular application domains. Appli
tion developers would produce new applications by compos
the pre-defined application patterns.

In this section we shall present a concrete object calcu
called OC, and we shall illustrate how higher-level patterns 
composing active objects can be defined by a mapping to 
We shall conclude by summarizing the principal research pr
lems that remain to defining a practical pattern language.

Language level:
standard syntactic patterns 

(active objects etc.)

Computational level: 
patterns of 

communicating agents

Figure 4   Viewing Application Development
in Terms of Hierarchies of Patterns

Compositional level: 
libraries of plug-compatible 

software components
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4.1 OC — An Object Calculus
The object calculus that we shall present informally here is
based on recent developments in process calculi. In particular,
it extends the π calculus [30] to tuple-based communication,
and to functional application and communication of expres-
sions as in the λ calculus. For details on these extensions and a
description of the formal semantics of OC, see [38].

The terms of OC consist of a set of expressions representing
agents, A. Agents are composed of a set of names, N, a set of in-
put offers, X, and a set of output offers, or communicable val-
ues, V. We let a, b, c range over A, n, m over N, x over X, and v
over V.

An agent is an entity that may offer to (synchronously) input
or output some message tuple, or may silently change state (if
it is itself composed of communicating agents). A communica-
tion may take place if the input and output offers of two agents
match. The syntax of input and output offers are, respectively:

x ::= n   n?   (x,...,x)
v ::= n   a   (v,...,v)

The notation “?” indicates the introduction of a new variable
name. Input and output offers match if they correspond struc-
turally and if values appearing in the input offer are equal to the
corresponding values in the output offer. Variables match any
value and are subsequently bound to the values they match. (So,
x? matches y and (x,x?) matches (x,y), but (x,x) does not match
(x,y).)

The syntax of agents is as follows (loosest to tightest bind-
ing):
a ::= a&a   n:=a   a|a   x → a   v ̂  a   a@v   n \ a   n   nil

Concurrent composition is &, recursion is :=, (left-preferen-
tial) choice is |, abstraction (input) is →, output is ̂ , (functional)
application is @, restriction (of local names) is \ and the inac-
tive agent is given by nil. A name n stands for an agent only if it
has been bound to an agent expression by a communication or
by a recursive definition.

As an example, consider the following specification of a
counting semaphore:

csem := (p→nil & v→csem)

csem is a recursively defined composite agent. It consist of two
concurrently composed agents, p→nil, which can accept the
message p and become nil, and v→csem, which can accept v
and become csem.

Note that csem accurately captures the semantics of a count-
ing semaphore. A resource may be claimed by communicating
a p, yielding the system:

nil & v→csem

To recover the original state of csem, a v must be sent. With
each additional v communicated, a new copy of p→nil is intro-
duced.

We can use the counting semaphore agent to restrict access
to a resource that repeatedly accepts print messages:

resource := print → resource 

Two clients synchronize via the semaphore before accessing
the resource:

c1 := p^print^print^v^nil
c2 := p^print^print^print^v^nil

So, c1 may output p and become print^print^v^nil. In the system:
csem & resource & c1 & c2 

either of c1 or c2 (non-deterministically) claims the resource
and the other must wait until the semaphore is released aga

A binary semaphore is very similar, but is a sequential rat
than a concurrent agent:

bsem := p→v→bsem | v→bsem

The choice operator | selects either one input or the other. S
bsem can input p to become v→bsem or v to become bsem.

Functional composition is achieved by means of the @ op-
erator. It is similar to remote communication via ^ except that
no competition can take place. The left operand of @ is treated
as though it were a function and its right operand as its ar
ment. The target of @ may not communicate with any externa
agents but must eventually accept the argument as input 
can), or deadlock.

To understand how @ works, let us now consider an agen
that models the behaviour of the Linda tuple space [15]. Linda
provides a small set of primitives to allow concurrent proces
to communicate and synchronize by writing and reading tup
to a so-called tuple space. A process may write a tuple using
non-blocking out primitive, and may read a tuple either de
structively with the in primitive, or non-destructively with the
rd primitive. Both read primitives block if no matching tupl
exists. The following agent, linda, supports these three pri
tives:

linda := (out,t?) → ( linda & tuple@t )
tuple := t? → ( (in,t)^nil | (rd,t)^tuple@t )

When linda receives a request to create a new tuple, it repl
es itself by a system including a copy of itself and an agent 
implements the behaviour of a tuple. The tuple is instantia
by forcing tuple to accept the value t as input, i.e., by treating it
as a function. The resulting agent can either (destructively) o
put (in,t) and become nil, or (non-destructively) send (rd,t) and
become tuple@t again.

The last operator to introduce is restriction (\), which defin
the scope of a new name. If that name is ever communica
outside that scope, then it must be distinguished by renam
(i.e., by α-conversion) to a unique name. For example, a gen
ator of unique identifiers could be specified as:

idgen := x \ ((new,x)^idgen)

Since the name x occurs within its own local scope, it is guaran
teed to be globally unique upon communication to clients.

4.2 Modeling Active Objects with OC
In much the same way that denotational semantics can be
tributed to sequential programming languages by mapp
their syntactic features to λ calculus terms [45], semantics ca
be given to concurrent languages by mapping their constru
to process calculi [29]. We shall illustrate this approach not
defining a complete programming language, but by defin
some derived operators of OC that might correspond to c
structs of a concurrent OOPL.

Let us start by considering the following example of a te
plate for an object that recursively computes factorials (mo
elled after the standard example used to illustrate concept
actor languages [1], [19]):
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recFact := self? →
[fact, n?] ⇒

become(recFact) ;
if (n=0)
then return(1)
else self ⇐  [fact,n-1]

>> (k? → (n × k) >> (x? → return(x)))

The agent recFact accepts a name (standing for an object
identifier) as input, and becomes an object with self bound to its
oid. The body of the object is specified using a number of de-
rived operators (⇒ , ;, become, etc.). The object accepts re-
quests ([fact,n?]) to compute factorials, and eventually replies
to clients with the result. Upon receiving a request, it immedi-
ately “becomes” a copy of itself so that it may start to accept
new requests concurrently with the processing of the pending
request. This is possible since instances of recFact carry no
state information other than that related to the pending request.

If the request is to compute the factorial of 0, it returns the
result 1, otherwise it sends itself a request to compute the facto-
rial of n-1. We may informally read the expression E >>(x? →
A) as let x = E in A. Then the result of the subexpression self ⇐
[fact,n-1] is multiplied by n, and that result is in turn sent back
to the client.

To create a new copy of recFact and ask it to compute the
factorial of 10, we may now write:

new(recFact) >> (rf? → (rf ⇐  [fact,10] >> done))

In the following encoding of the derived operators, we adopt
the convention that requests from clients to objects are always
of the form:

(oid,request,args,rid)

where oid is the object’s oid, request is the name of the service,
args its arguments, and rid the client’s request identifier. Re-
plies will be of the form:

(rid,result,val)

where val is the value returned. Furthermore, self and client will
be reserved keywords standing respectively for an object’s oid
and the rid of the current request. Now let us consider the se-
mantics of each of the derived operators.

The operator ⇒  simply expands the request form [M,A] to
the appropriate input offer, binding client in the body:

[[ [M,A] ⇒  S ]] = (self,M,[[A ]],client?) → [[S ]]

Statements are agents that take a continuation agent as in-
put:

[[Stmt ; Cont ]] = [[Stmt ]]@[[Cont ]]
The become statement instantiates concurrent copies of its

continuation and the object template O with self as the oid.
[[become(O) ]] = cont? → ([[O ]]@self & cont)

The if then else construct applies two possible continuations
to a Boolean agent that selects one of them:

[[ if B then C1 else C2 ]] = [[B ]]@([[C1 ]],[[C2 ]])

Booleans are encoded as follows:
[[ true]] = (a?,b?) → a
[[ false]] = (a?,b?) → b

The operators +, -, ×, /, =, and >> are just syntactic sugar for
applying a binary tuple with the operator in the first position:

[[A Op B ]] = [[A ]]@(Op, [[B ]]), where Op ∈  {+, -, ×, /, =, >>}

The representation of numbers is closely modelled after
standard encoding in the λ calculus. We shall not repeat the en
coding here (see [38] for details) but remark only that n=0 re-
turns a Boolean agent, n-1 and n × k return integer agents, and
n>>econt evaluates to econt@n, where econt is an expression
continuation of the form n? → cont for some name n. So E >>
(x? → cont) eventually binds x to the value of E in cont.

The return operator is straightforward:

[[ return(V) ]] = (client,result,[[V ]])^nil

The request/reply protocol is encapsulated in the followi
construct:

[[X ⇐  [M,A ]]] = (>>,econt?) →
rid \ ( ([[X ]],M,[[A ]],rid)

^ (rid,result,value?) → econt@value )

X ⇐  [M,A] takes as input the expression continuation that w
eventually receive the result. A new request identifier rid is then
specified so that the request can be distinguished from thos
other clients. The request is then dispatched to the object w
oid X, the return value is accepted, and the value is applie
the expression continuation econt.

Finally, we have:

[[new(O) ]] = (>>,econt?) → id \ ([[O ]]@id & econt@id)

which instantiates an object with new oid id from template O
and passes id to its expression continuation, and:

[[done]] = x? → nil

which can be used as an expression terminator.

It should be noted that the derived operators presented 
are intended only to illustrate, through a simple, yet non-triv
example, the general approach of defining language constr
by means of a mapping to an object calculus. We do not m
to suggest that these operators are (or are not) especially w
suited for general-purpose composition of active objects.

4.3 Open problems

An object calculus would serve as only the lowest level of a p
tern language. A pattern language would consist of a core 
guage corresponding to an object calculus, a set of pre-defi
syntactic patterns, and a pattern declaration mechanism
binding syntactic patterns to their interpretation as behaviou
patterns. We can identify three main lines of activity towar
developing a practical pattern language:

• Theoretical: When are two patterns behaviourally equiv
lent? Is there a simple “normal form” for patterns to whic
they can be transformed? What is an appropriate type the
for “plug-compatibility” of patterns?

• Experimental: What object models meet our requiremen
for composing active objects? What are suitable basic p
terns at the language-level? What constitutes a well-
signed pattern library?

• Pragmatical: What are effective strategies for implemen
ing a pattern language on conventional hardware? How 
parallel and distributed architecture be exploited? What 
the interoperability issues when communicating with app
cations written in other languages?
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Equivalence and Plug-compatibility
There is a well-developed body of literature on behavioural
equivalences for process calculi. See, for example, [29] for an
introduction. Nevertheless, this is an area of much active re-
search, and it is far from clear what “tests” should determine
when two terms of a process calculus specify the “same” be-
haviour.

Aside from purely theoretical concerns, a well-defined no-
tion of equivalence has several important practical applica-
tions. Garbage collection can be performed if we can determine
that a system is equivalent to another one with certain agents re-
moved. Optimization is possible if we can determine that cer-
tain behavioural patterns are equivalent to other ones that can
be implemented more efficiently. During compilation, certain
expressions may be pre-evaluated if we can show that lazy and
eager evaluation will give the same results.

A closely related subject is that of a type theory for compos-
ing patterns. If we consider a type as a partial specification of
behaviour, that is, as a contract between a client and a provider
of services, and if we can verify these contracts statically, then
we can reason about the plug-compatibility of patterns. In the
examples we have seen in OC, the composition of agents that
do not “fit” simply results in a deadlocked agent. (For example,
if 10 then a else b will deadlock since 10 is not a Boolean agent
and will not be able to accept the message (a,b).) In general, an
adequate type theory for pattern composition should take into
account not just static aspects of services provided at a particu-
lar point in time, but also dynamic aspects of properties associ-
ated with future reachable states of agents. As such, we imagine
that modal and temporal logics will be useful in developing
such a theory (recall the discussion above in section 3).

Object Models
An object model for a pattern language determines the kinds of
messages exchanged by objects, the structure of objects and
their constituent parts, and the primitive patterns that can be
used to compose objects and to define higher-level patterns. A
suitable object model should satisfy the various requirements
we have posed in section 2 and should address the problems of
semantic interference identified in section 3. Ultimately, the
acid test of a good object model will be quality of the applica-
tion-level patterns that can be developed and the ease with
which applications can be built by composing such patterns.

Implementation
We have introduced OC as an executable specification lan-
guage for the development, rapid prototyping and evaluation of
OOPL design choices. We have also proposed that an object
calculus like OC be used as the kernel of a pattern language. Al-
though a prototype implementation of an OC interpreter exists
[38], it is by no means efficient enough to use as the kernel of a
real programming language. As there is much in common with
the formal foundations of functional programming languages,
we expect that much of the research that has been performed to
develop efficient implementations of functional languages will
also apply to the implementation of a pattern language.

There are, of course a number of traditional pragmatic is-
sues to be studied: interpretation vs. compilation, type-check-

ing, version management, interoperability with other langua
es, programming and debugging tools, and so on. In the a
of more exotic implementation issues, we may consider vis
formalisms for active objects and composing software patte
and interactive composition and monitoring of applications 
means of “active graphics” whose formal semantics may
given by graphical transformation rules much in the same w
that the structural operational semantics of process calculi
given by transition rules.

5 Concluding Remarks
We have presented the view that present-day object-orien
programming languages emphasize too much programming at
the expense of software composition. To remedy this situation,
we propose the development of a pattern language for active
objects that addresses both the operational view of applicat
as collections of communication objects and the function
view of applications as compositions of plug-compatible so
ware patterns.

As set of concrete steps towards this goal, we have (i) id
tified a number of language requirements for composing ac
objects, (ii) reviewed the principal classes of OOPLs with 
spect to these requirements, (iii) reviewed the principal di
culties of semantic interference between OOP language 
tures, (iv) proposed an object calculus as a formal basis for
specifying, understanding, prototyping and evaluating OOP
and (v) outlined a program for the development of a pattern l
guage for active objects.

The key difficulties to be resolved appear to be (i) the dev
opment of an object model that supports well the composit
of objects with non-trivial synchronization policies, (ii) the de
velopment of basic language-level patterns to support com
sition and reuse, (iii) the development of a type theory for plu
compatibility of patterns.
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